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ABSTRACT:

We control the vital collection of nodes that must
bifurcate traffic for attaining the maximum multi
commodity net throughput. We put on our optimal
node placement algorithm to numerous graphs and the
consequences show that a small portion of overlay
nodes is adequate for attaining maximum throughput.
To conclude, we suggest a heuristic policy (OBP),
which enthusiastically controls traffic bifurcations at
overlay nodes. In all premeditated simulation
scenarios, OBP not only accomplishes full throughput,
but also diminishes delay in judgment to the
throughput optimal backpressure routing.

KEYWORDS:heterogeneous networks, packet,
optimal substructure.

1INTRODUCTION:

Energetic backpressure is known to be an optimal
routing policy, but it characteristically requires a
similar network, where all nodes contribute in control
decisions. In its place, we shoulder that only a subset of
the nodes isgovernable; these nodes form a net overlay
within the inheritance network. The high-quality of the
overlay nodes is shown to regulate the throughput
region of the network.
Weadvance an algorithm for taking the tiniest number
of governable nodes compulsory to allow the full
amount region. We appraise our algorithm on
numerous classes of steady and accidental graphs. In
the case of random networks with a power-law degree
circulation, which is a joint model for the Internet, we
find that more than 80 out of 1000 nodes are
mandatory to be well-disciplined to qualify the full
quantitysection.
From the time when standard backpressure routing
cannot be in a straight line realistic to the overlay
setting, we ripen experiential allowance to

backpressure routing that fixes how to route packets
between overlay nodes.

2LITERATURE SURVEY:
2.1every node has to preserve a detached queue for
each product in the network and only one file is
attended at a time. The backpressure routing algorithm
may direct some packets lengthwise very long routes.
In this paper, we present solutions to both and recover
the delay presentation of the back-pressure algorithm.
One of the optional solutions toreduce the difficulty of
the queuing data constructions is to be preserved at
everynode.

2.2Peer-to-Peer overlay network is asubmission model
without since underlying network topology. But there
exists discrepancy problem amongst peer-to-peer
overlay network and physical network topology. This
origininept transmission or routing between peers in
the peer-to-peer overlay network. On the other hand,
the status quo will have serious delay in real-time
service, for example streaming service. Therefore, in
this paper we put forward an upgradinginstrument
based on physical network hop information to lessen
the transmission cycles to alter the arrangement of
peer-to-peer overlay network vigorously.

3PROBLEM DEFINTION:
The effort in the existing system reflects the
problematic of setting link weights so long as to the
Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) routing protocol such
that, when attached with bifurcating traffic
similarlyamid shortest paths, the network achieves
finished- put equal to the best multi commodity flow.
These currentmethods all needcentral control, universal
acceptance by all network nodes, or both; thus none of
these methodsmightdeliver incremental deployment of
amount optimal routing to wireless networks.
Furthermore, these methods cannot be used in
combination with amount optimal lively control
schemes, such as backpressure.
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4PROPOSED APPROACH:
The System regulates the indispensableassortment of
nodes that dutydivide traffic for accomplishing the
extreme multi commodity network throughput. The
system applies our optimum node placement algorithm
to more than a few graphs and the outcomes show that
a slightsection of overlay nodes is necessary for
completing maximum throughput. To end, the system
propositions experimental policy (OBP), which with
passionpedals traffic bifurcations at overlay nodes. In
all willful simulation settings, OBP not only reaches
full quantity, but also cutssuspension in assessment to
the amount optimal backpressure routing.

5SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE:

6] PROPOSED METHODOLOGY:

Source
The Source will peruse the data file and then upload to
the particular Destinations. Source will send their data
file to router and router will direct to particular
Destination (A, B, C…). And if any attackers
willmodification the energy of the particular node, then
Source will recast the energy for node.

Router
In a router Source can opinion the node details, view
routing path, view time delay, view correlation and
view attackers. Router will receive the file from the
Source and then it will attach to cluster; the all clusters
are connects and then send to specific Destination. In a
router we can opinion time delay and also routing path.

Cluster

In a cluster the node which hasfurtherdynamism will
interconnect first. The Basis will allocate the energy
for each & every node. The Source will upload the data
file to the router; in a router clusters are triggered and
the cluster-based networks, to first-rate the illustrative
nodes, and direct to specificTerminuses.
Destination (End User )
TheTerminus can obtain the data file from the
Sourcevia router. The Destinations accept the file by
without altering the File Contents. Users may accept
particular data files inside the network only.

Attacker
Attacker is one who is inoculating the false energy to
the consistent nodes. The attacker criticizes the energy
to the precise node. After attacking the nodes, energy
will be altered in a router.

7OVERLAY BACKPRESSURE HEURISTIC
ALGORITHM:

INPUT: G, N, E, O
STEP1: remove all attached trees by removing degree-
1 nodes recursively.
STEP2: Repeat until no degree-1 nodes remain.
STEP3: All remaining nodes have a degree of at least
2.
STEP4: for the all-paths condition to be satisfied it is
necessary to have at least one overlay node on the
shortest path to from every leaf node of pruned tree.
STEP5: a shortest path can be formed as a
concatenation of shortest paths at overlay nodes which
satisfy the leaf node constraint.

8RESULTS:
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Data is Transfer from Router to Nodes

Source: Efficient  overlaynodes   selection for Data
transmission Through Multipath
Network

Source Input File Name

Select Destination

User Can save Data from File

EXTENSION WORK:
Advising a safe and sound routing algorithm in
cooperation optimize underlay and overlay paths
consuming key pre-distribution schemes but not
needfulclear trust of other network nodes.

9CONCLUSION:
We suggestanessential and satisfactorycomplaint for
the edge node settlement to empower the full multi
productquantitysection. Created on this ailment, we
create an algorithm for optimumwell-behaved node
situation. We create the algorithm on hugehaphazard
graphs to illustration that identical often a small
numeral of intellectual nodes be sufficient for full
throughput. To end, we adviseanenergetic routing
program to be effected in a network connection,
thatexhibitsgrandershow in terms of both output and
deferral.
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